RESUMO -Nesta apresentação refletimos sobre as relações entre cobertura jornalística, comunicação política, crise e corrupção, tendo como foco as democracias ocidentais e, em particular, Portugal. Em primeiro lugar, disserta-se sobre comunicação política e cobertura jornalística, partindo do pressuposto de que a mercantilização dos objetivos das empresas mediáticas e da informação noticiosa alteraram as relações entre o campo da política e dos Media. Dentro dessa perspectiva, discute-se sobre as consequências dessas mudanças nas democracias ocidentais, levando em consideração alguns aspectos que tendem a subverter princípios inerentes à democracia representativa, mas também a eclosão de novos movimentos sociais que visam auma maior participação democrática no espaço público. Em seguida, discorre-se sobre os conceitos de crise e corrupção política, procurando identificar os elementos históricos e culturais que interrelacionam os dois fenômenos nas democracias ocidentais, sobretudo em Portugal. A título de conclusão, abordam-se os processos de desocultação dos fenómenos de corrupção e as implicações para o campo jurídico, bem como os princípios de transparência da informação e suas consequências na democracia. Palavras-chave: Cobertura jornalística. Media. Comunicação política. Crise europeia. Corrupção política.
PreamBle

Coverage of political communication in Western democracies
has undergone profound developments in recent decades due both to technological factors and changes in media, economic, political and social systems. One of the most decisive factors has been the increasing centrality of the media and the consequent need of the political system to adapt to this reality. Among the strategies adopted is the delivery of political communication management to political advisers, and other professionals like spin doctors who tend to administer the relationship between politicians (and governments) and citizens through a logic of "attracting and persuading audiences." This phenomenon determines the mobilization of all resources in order to weaken opponents; these include: rumors, allegations or suspicions of corruption. On the other hand, the pressure on media companies to make profits and increase their audiences tends towards the scheduling of certain political issues, such as corruption charges. Their potential to provoke shock leads to increased audiences (ALLERN; POLLACK, 2012, p. 9-28) . If a crisis scenario is added to the equation, involving economic matters or democratic values, then the importance of reflecting upon all these factors together can be understood.
In this light, the paper describes coverage in Western democracies, relating it to changes in political communication, and develops the coverage of political corruption within a crisis scenario.
coNtextS oF NewS coverage aND Political commuNicatioN
The representation of political corruption by the media in Western democracies is intrinsically related to the characteristics of news coverage in political communication, which has a horizontal dimension consisting of the relationships between politicians and the media, as well as a vertical dimension involving political institutions as a whole, and politicians and their relationships with citizens (BLUMLER; GUREVITCH, 1995) . This media triangle involves political players, businesses, media professionals and citizens, with the latter being regarded as audiences. McNair (1999) SCHULZ, 1999; MEYER, 2002; RUBIM, 2004; FILGUEIRAS, 2011) .
This process began in Europe in the 1980s, as a result of the development of new technologies and market liberalisation policies which gradually led to the commoditisation of journalistic information. This evolution has had consequences for the news coverage of political phenomena, and for political communication strategies, resulting in the so-called 'Americanisation' of politics, distinguished by the introduction of aspects arising from advertising and markets (BLUMLER; GUREVITCH, 1995; 2000) . Patterson (2003, p. 22) , referring to the evolution of American journalism over the latter decades of the 20 th century, notes that the number of 'serious' news items has decreased, while 'light' news has been on the increase. This has meant that news involving political coverage, political communication and relevant public policy issues, that
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is to say, serious news, has given way to other light news, which itself has tended towards sensationalism, and that furthermore was deemed to be out of context with regard to time and space. In addition, this has led to greater focus on matters centred on a particular character, unrelated to public policies.
The decrease in media appearance time (sound bites)
has generated the belief in politicians and the politicized elite, that there is a progressive distortion in the quality of policy, which is further exacerbated by a declining ability on the part of politicians to reach the public at large. In response to this situation, policy-makers have focused on political marketing and aggressive strategies of political persuasion, in order to impose themselves in the media and reach the electorate more effectively. Moreover, since politicians' verbal messages are often truncated, shortened and framed by journalists, images of politicians tend to acquire greater significance (GRABE, 2009, p.54) . With these assumptions and in order to reach the public and overcome the constraints identified in the media, especially on television, governments and parties usually choose leaders and candidates with greater personal potential in the media.
The process of political personalization is a political response to the difficulties that governments and political parties face when appealing to citizens and voters, but it is also a strategy that draws attention to the building of media personalities as celebrities. The public image of governments and candidates is always portrayed to include qualities such as trust, authority and security. However, the credibility of political actors also depends on what aspects of their private lives have become public, such as moral and physical appearance: oral proficiency (speaking well, using the right word at the right time); a fitting image (calm appearance, appropriate dress); credibility (keeping promises) and reputation (honesty, integrity and probity).
Within the context described, politics involves new players, who are preferably located backstage in governance and political campaigns (ALMEIDA, 2004; LOUW, 2005) . These players are highly skilled professionals, such as those found in marketing companies, experts in public policy, political advisers (spin doctors), journalists and political commentators (pundits and opinion makers). On the other hand, the role that these actors assume in the daily life of party politics and governance has resulted in the proliferation of information "wars", focusing on the strategies of political advisers, in order to impose "favourable opinion" in the public sector (MAAREK, 2007) . The struggle to establish the most favourable attitude of either a particular political agent, or issue, in both the political field and in public opinion, involves the ability to establish, throughout the media, political agendas imposing the notion of "how to think" (ALBUQUERQUE, 2004; MERAZ, 2011 The reporting of cases of alleged corruption and scandals in the media which give rise, without justification, to proving the culpability of the politicians involved, also contributes to discrediting democracy, as well as the political system itself and its agents. Simultaneously, the complaint or even the mere suggestion of such scenarios even existing has constituted one of the great weapons of political struggle: allowing the patrimony of a politician, within a highly personalized system, based on his/her image and reputation, to be eroded immediately. Thus, these types of complaints are one of the most common ways to neutralize opposition candidates and promote "the settling of scores" in the public arena. Moreover, such strategies feed the media industry by encouraging the production and consumption of news and giving more power and visibility to the media.
According to Allern and Pollack (2012, p. 9-28 ) media coverage of these issues is associated with increased competition between traditional and online media, the need to capture audiences, establish schedules and save resources, and also with promoting political transgressions in a sensationalistic way. It is also linked to the evergrowing divide between the demands of public codes of behaviour and the practices of individual politicians, as well as the strategies of political advisers to annihilate opponents and maintain control over political agendas.
The political field involves, therefore, complex processes of information management and communication, along with specific skills and competencies in managing human resources and technology. The strategic objective is to control agendas and impression management in
the mainstream media, especially television, where politicians are more often exposed and forced to adopt a profile. As a complement, advisors and public relations staff, the people operating behind the scenes, have to monitor closely client image adjustment, drawing on the help of regular polls.
The aforementioned American and European trend went on to be echoed in Portugal, some decades later. This delay was due to various reasons, such as the late introduction of a media market and the consequent effects of this change on social practices and policies (SERRANO, 2006; FERIN CUNHA, 2007; JALALI, 2007) . In Portugal, after a decade-long expansion of the media and advertising fields, the economic and financial crisis led to a market crunch. In response to this situation, the corporate groups who were running the printed media, television broadcasts and online media, sought to generate synergies, aiming at lowering production costs. Thus, major restructuring in newsrooms took place, with the goal of amalgamating news production centres. At the same time, human resources were optimised, with journalists and other professionals facing growing levels of job insecurity, while flexibility concerning working hours increased and a growing number of tasks were delegated to freelancers, daily workers and interns (GARCIA, 2010) . The migration of advertising, which due to the economic crisis had already been reduced to subscription-based television channels and digital media, brought about further constraints to Portuguese journalism. International crises arise from conflicts between countries.
Historically, the concept has always been associated with conflicts, wars and the hegemonic ambitions of certain countries. According to Bobbio, Matteuci, Pasquino (2004, p. 305) , there is a huge advantage in analysing international crises from the point of view of the available information, the quality and number of actors involved, the decision-making processes and the results achieved.
An exercise that could be useful for the current situation in Europe is an analysis of journalistic coverage of the financial crisis.
In undertaking this exercise, one quickly identifies a small number of customised, active players, a profuse circulation of data and statistics, as well as few actual measures that could lead to a solution for the problem. For Raboy and Dagenais (1992, p. 2-5) , crises are of great interest to the media, not only because they provide an opportunity to challenge the political system, the opponent or powerful partner, but also due to the economic advantages that such situations can bring to companies, as they generally generate an increase in available raw material for news-making and a growing demand from citizens/consumers. These same authors also consider that the media's tendency to fabricate or emphasise crises is traceable, and that they include procedures, which tend to be consistent with powerful interests and actors. Underlying this statement is the conclusion (KEANE, 1992, p. 20-21) The 'spectacularisation' devices and 'hyper-mediaexploitation' of events and actors, are discursive development strategies of the political, economic and financial crisis (BRUCK, 1992, p. 109-110) .
Some of the most frequent discursive strategies are: the exhaustive and controlled presentation of information fragments contained in sound bytes; resorting to scenarios such as conferences or summits; customising public and institutional contexts; the denial of macrocontexts and direct culprits; control over opinions and voices with access to the public stage and the preference for moralistic frameworks.
These criteria, incorporated into journalistic coverage by the press and television news programmes, limit the public's understanding of the crisis, render understanding of macro-contexts and alternative solutions more difficult, bring about breaches in social cohesion, solidarity among citizens and countries, as well as the strengthening of moralistic speeches with xenophobic tendencies.
In the Portuguese media, references to the crisis have been constant since the beginning of the millennium. Empirical studies on the coverage of the final stages in Prime Ministers' terms (Cavaco Silva, 1994 -1995 António Guterres, 2001 -2002 Santana Lopes, 2004 by the recognised press, note the recurring frequency of topics
such as deficit, economy, crisis and corruption (FERIN CUNHA, 2007, p. 30-38) . In a subsequent empirical study of the 2009 legislative elections, the concern for issues pertaining to 'the crisis' and 'corruption' was once again confirmed (FERIN CUNHA, 2012) . Thus, by analysing the press, one can conclude that the second most focused upon theme was 'economy, finance and crisis' (19.9%, 208 out of 1043), and the fourth most was 'scandals and lawsuits' (5.4%, 56 out of 1043). Meanwhile, on subscription-based television channels, out of a total number of 630 records, the themes 'scandals and lawsuits' (9.7%, 61 mentions) and 'economy, finance and crisis' (4.9%, 31 mentions) hold, respectively, the third and fourth highest placed mentions, within the context of the coverage of elections.
Political corruPtioN
Rose-Ackerman (1999), discussing crisis and corruption, concluded that crises generate political, economic, social and moral changes. Firstly, the phenomenon results in the alienation of citizens from their rulers and tends to generate de-politicisation in the public sphere, paving the way for diminished perceived legitimacy of the political system and institutions. Secondly, in contemporary history, crises display mainly economic and financial characteristics that involve defrauding the expectations of citizens and societies, and clearly contribute to the increase in corruption phenomena, in their many forms. Dobel (1978) considers that corruption results primarily from the sparse amount of goods available at a given time in a given society, which tends to bring out a sense of 'struggle for survival', coupled with a lowering in civic and ethical standards. For this author, political corruption is a phenomenon historically inherent to crisis contexts and to the final breaths of regimes, and is always associated, in the West, to legitimacy crises, where actors (citizens and politicians) qualify the political order as corrupt and undertake actions to overthrow it. Gambetta (2002) argues that, in common language, corruption carries several notions, of which three are the most important.
According to one idea, corruption pertains to the degradation of the (public or private) agents' sense of ethics, implying a lack of moral integrity and consequent depravation. From another perspective, corruption can be associated with a set of social practices stemming from the degradation of some institutions (public or private), its focus therefore lying on institutional relations and the organization of society. Political corruption is a crossroads between politics (power), the economy (companies and businesses), justice (the legal framework) and the media (the disclosure of information) (BLANKENBURG, 2002) . La Porta and Meny (1997), Blankenburg (2002) , Philp (2002) , and This public perception of justice allows the media to assume the role of intermediary between powers, as an accuser, defence lawyer, or judge, in cases where news potential is greatest. In these cases, violations of confidentiality during investigations are also frequent, as they are often promoted by the media, reporting on information obtained from judicial sources, creating partial knowledge of the facts, usually referred to as "hypothetical information", and encouraging trials by the public.
Thus, the media become a permanent stage for speeches disclosing corruption, where the 'truth' is established and constantly re-established through moral discourses and legal arguments. In this context, political marketing and political communication play a crucial role in the design and survey of scenarios, in creating strategies for political agents and in exerting control over discourses about the 'truth'.
Resorting to disclosure and denunciation not only affects political actors, by delegitimizing their actions, but also promotes discredit and distrust in representative democracy as a whole.
While disclosure processes follow their courses, calls for government transparency arise in order to strengthen confidence in democracy. Lindstedt and Naurin (2010) contend that merely making information accessible or enacting legislation on corruption, are not enough. They consider that measures adopted by governments and public officials aiming to make institutions more transparent are actually less likely to apply to, or tackle successfully, the problem than initiatives which are embraced by the public. Generalised distrust in measures adopted by governments/states is rooted in the perception that there are two types of transparency: the one controlled by the information producer (the actor who produces the information and accepts responsibility for its publication); and the other, which is not controlled by the producing agent, meaning that the information is published by parties other than those who produce it, with no involvement in the process. The first form of transparency is more likely to prove ineffective, resulting merely in formal transparency procedures.
These statements serve the purpose of highlighting the decisive role of the public in the fight against corruption, in particular through awareness of the damage caused to representative democracy and the economy. In order for transparency to serve as an actual means of preventing political corruption, it is necessary to make information available to citizens, alerting them to the scale of the crimes as well as to the alleged offenders, thus inhibiting their criminal conduct. However, in order for institutions to be more transparent and broader levels of participation to be reached, and for civic responsibility to be enhanced, radical change in the notion of democracy and democratic participation is required.
A more advanced level of participatory democracy is therefore necessary, one that might bring together new actors and forms of political communication, using the media and alternative political contents, and which could break the domination of Western representative democracies safeguarding obscure interests lodged within their very cores.
